**Digital Quality Inspection**

Connected quality for key inspection points

Increase the speed, accuracy and timelines of your quality inspections! Our mobile Digital Quality Inspection solution raises the bar with real-time access to critical data for better response times, corrective actions and quality improvement throughout the process.

Through alerts and notifications, quality managers are instantly notified of non-conformances, so they can review the details and drive corrective action back to the shop floor instantly.

**Digital Quality Inspection key benefits:**

- Eliminate paper, scanning, and duplicate data entry.
- Derive actions from inspection results automatically.
- Immediately notify relevant personnel of defects.
- Analyze root cause trends and key issues in real time.
- Access granular data to minimize the cost of poor quality.
- Standardize inspection methods across the quality team.
- Generate instant internal and external feedback loops.
- Automatically generate and assign punch-list items.
- Collect objective evidence (photos) of compliance.
- Increase speed and accuracy of quality technicians.
- Reduce risk and exposure from warranty claims.

**Easy to use. Hard to miss.**

Simple step-by-step inspections generating deep insights

**Reduce cost of poor quality**

**Decrease inspection time**

**Improve visibility**

**Close every loop**

**Drive accountability**
Now we’re able to capture data in real-time and get that data back to production managers within the day - and it’s 100 percent of the data! We’re no longer sampling data.”

- Quality Assurance Manager, Airstream

Hexagon’s Xalt Solutions’ Digital Quality Inspection digitizes your workflow by integrating with your existing systems of record, promoting collaboration and improving communication throughout your company.

Allow Xalt Solutions to tailor our application to your unique process to drive quality improvement and operational excellence.

To learn more about Digital Quality Inspection or to explore our technology and solutions portfolio visit [www.hexagonxalt.com](http://www.hexagonxalt.com).

Accelerate your digital transformation

Hexagon is a global leader in digital solutions that improve productivity and quality for manufacturing, infrastructure, safety and mobility applications. We create Smart Digital Realities that empower the future of autonomy across production and urban ecosystems.

Hexagon’s Xalt Solutions accelerates your digital transformation by solving your workplace challenges with the industry’s most agile framework, supported by innovative, tailored solutions.